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Jessica Hollis

Editor's Preface
'This issue of di.rCloS11re explores a myriad ways
we understand and employ the term "civil," some
of the various behavioral and institutional forms
civility and incivility take, and the different social
realms and spaces in which we see these concepts
and forms operating. The inspiration for the title
and theme of this issue of disclosure, (i11)civilities,
came from The Committee on Social Theory's
Spring Seminar title: "Civil Society I Civic Practice." As the editorial collective began brainstorming a call for submissions for an issue that would
explore these concepts, we quickly found that our
paths of thought led to ideas that extended beyond
the particular concepts themselves to include questions about the various meanings, definitions, and
connotations of "civil," its opposites or counterparts, and its absence. What, we asked, were the
connects and disconnects between a Western European notion of "civil society" and the seerrungly
de-politicized definitions of "civil" such as " humane, gentle, kind" (OED "civil" 11)? What forms
of civic practice preceded and proceeded such connects and disconnects? 1n selecting "(in)civilities"
as our issue title, we wanted to galvanize critical inquiry into the intersections and bifurcations across
and along the boundaries of state/ civil society,
public/ private, personal/ political and conceptual/
material. designing civic space that acknowledges
and respects a spectrum of social and cultu ral identities. In keeping with disClosurc's commitment to
publishing interdisciplinary work and innovative
and nontraditional modes of academic inquiry, we
begin this issue with Patricia Price's montage, "Entrc Amigos I Among Friends," which employs a
range of discursive tools to explore various manifestations of (in)civility at the border between
Mexico and the U. . Through a series of interwoven meditations, images, and poems, Price attemp ts
"to get at ideas and feelings that arc elusive, ineffable, difficult to grasp outright" and thnt 'vndc
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traditional forms of academic discourse. Beth Diamond's and Krista Schneider's
"Urban Fabric" is, likewise, a nontraditional form of critical inquiry. An entry in
Lexington, Kentucky's New Courthouse Design competition, "Urban Fabric" argues for the facilitating role of art and history in designing civic space that acknowledges and respects a spectrum of social and cultural idc~titics.
. .
Two of our article submissions continue these explorations of spaoahzcd
group dynamics to investigate the idea of "community" as it relates to citizcns~ip
and political practice. Jonathan Lepofsky argues for the usefulnes s. of a. radi~al
reconceptualization of "community" to facilitate forms of belonging, identity,
and citizenship that are not place based. Jeff Shantz, in turn, discusses the labeling
of anarchists and their actions as "uncivil" and points out the irony of such labels
in light of many anarchists' commitment to community building not only as the
basis of political action but as a form of political practice. Christopher Duncan
also addresses the issue of labeling political action (or in this case a lack thcreoQ
to examine the seeming political and social apathy a portion of U.S. youth
demonstrate. Rather than rage against the group exhibiting this disaffection,
Duncan finds these individuals privately desiring civic participation but hindered from engaging in such pursuits by a "social logic" of futility. Donald
Turner advances these discussions of civil society, civic practice, and civility beyond the purely human realm to ask how the concept of "civility" can inform
our relationships with non-human animals and to gesture towards thinking
about what it might mean to include these relationships in our notions of civil
society and civic practice.
Our interviews with Jeffrey Alexander, Martin Marty, and Kathryne
Mitchell extend considerations of our theme to include, respectively, rcconceiving traditional understandings of the concept of "civil society" by analyzing the
complex and dynamic boundary relations between the "civil" and "uncivil"
spheres of society; exploring civic "associations" (both in terms of organized
groups and voluntary, pre-given, and enforced affiliations at the individual level)
ability to facilitae "the common good"; and, the construction of citizens in an
increasingly transnationalized world. Pinally, our literary submissions from Sara
Sahni and G. Wesley I Ioup offer narrative and poetic renderings of personal and
political (in)civilities and their intersections.
We hope you enjoy disCloS11re's contributions to dialogue about civility. In an
effort to create more continuity between our annual issues, we also would like to
invite our readers to respond to (i11)civilities. Selected responses and/ or excerpts
from them will appear in the next issue of disCloS1mr. Pangaea, forthcoming in
2004. Responses can be sent to our address found on the editorial page.
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Patricia L. Price

Entre Amigos I Among Friends
Introduction
This is not traditional academic prose. It is,
rather, an amalgam of meditations, images, and poetry that gathers around the play of civilities and
incivilities which together constitute the border between Mexico and the United States. It is also play/ike, arranged in three 'acts' of sorts. Act One picks
out (and at) the myriad ways that incivility masquerades as strict politeness at the border: a neat
row of stadium lights, the symmetrical staccato
click of the turnstile, stacks of coins in toll-booths,
an occasional smile by the customs officer, and the
Budweiser billboard reminding us all that friend ship has clear limits. Act Two follows the arc of the
cast-off beer bottle from the billboard in Act One
to sort through border garbage. It examines the
praxis of disposability as constituting a life-cycle
from birth to decline, to death, and then resurrection at various ontological levels. Act 'I\vo delves
into the deepest incivility, turning on the
c.lisposability of human lives as well as on the miraculous ways that everything from old tires to human souls can literally and figuratively rise from the
dead to haunt the landscape of the present. In Act
Three, these repetitive plays between oppositescivil/ uncivil, alive/ dead, useful/ useless, here/
there, us/them-are pursued to the point where
their ceaseless fission results in something wholly
new and lovely. For no one could live in a place so
constantly riven, yet the fact that so many of us do
suggests that we engage in constant acts of healing, faith, and even love, acts that render any divide
partial at best.
It is not, however, play-f11L l'or play can evoke a
light-hearted distraction that would constitute a
dangerous approach to the violent edges of empire. My use here of poetry and photographs to examine the sharply contentious edges of the
contemporary world is intended, rather to be productive, and can be thought of as an artisanal un-
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